NORTH CENTRAL LONDON
RIDE FOR THEIR LIVES
50KM TRIP ROUND GOSH, UCLH, RFH, BARNET AND
THE WHITTINGTON 30/4/22
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HAYDEN, JACKS BAILEY,

A CHANCE TO COMPARE NCL
WITH NEL
WRITTEN BY MARK HAYDEN

Following last weeks NEL ride, ten riders gathered at
GOSH on the last Saturday in April to ride the roads of
NCL. Some were meeting for the first time to continue
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the mission to ride, chat and act about air pollution,
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active travel and creating healthy cities. This time we
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had 2 children with us facilitated by both their dad
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(Suami) and an e-cargo bike designed to both carry
and "push" kids up the hills. This shows the value of
diversity in bikes with Road bikes, Hybrids and 2 ebikes on the ride we catered for different needs but
wondered how much this was considered in road and
cycle storage design . Once again, there was lycra on
show but not a MAMIL in site.

THE BLUE SATCHEL RETURNS
Having made its way back from COP26 in Glasgow the Blue Satchel returned to GOSH for a
photo with our new Maple (and some Acacias). It still contains the healthy climate
prescription and the WHO Health Argument for Climate Action hopefully read and
absorbed many times by the great and good who were at the COP26 table. But just in case
not it will be touring Europe and perhaps Africa in 2022.

FIRST STOP UCLH
5 min away on a bike (or half an hour in
a car) is UCLH. Daniel remembered
when he came there for some glue to
fix a cut and I recalled how some of our
GOSH nurses helped out during COVID
only to have their bike nicked off the
street. We believe they now have some
good cycle storage but didn't find it on
this occasion.
Again not far away is RFH. Haverstock hill
remains a "hilly" but is safer to ride up thanks to
Camden's new cycle lane. This positive
development was opposed by several local
councillors but we loved it and were pleased
that both GOSH and RFH had supported
Camden to get it over the line. We could see no
reason why staff couldn't now find safe and
easy cycle routes between GOSH, UCLH and
RFH. But less sure what we would find on route
to Barnet.

To our surprise it was actually quite nice.
Thanks to Vince's local knowledge (even
though he couldn't join us today) we
travelled via what we renamed Dollis
Valley Greenride. This is probably not the
way your phone would take you if you
used google maps, but this was a
beautiful ride and was a great
opportunity for headspace and
conversation. We highly recommend it to
staff who commute this in this area.

BARNET
Our first impression of Barnet
Hospital was that it was a large
concrete parking area for cars and
to promote rapid rain run off with
resultant flooding. However, first
impressions can be wrong or at
least incomplete. We were please
to meet Harrison who was
contracted by the trust to tend
the grounds on an electric cargo

In addition with a bit of rummaging
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around we quickly found a decent
looking new secure cycle shed and a
nice new patch of (sadly not
biodiverse) lawn on which to eat the
first of our cakes, provided by
Margaret my neighbour who is also a
Midwife at our next stop the North
Mid)

THE NORTH MID
After leaving the "Greenride" we
rode some a physically safe but
highly polluted paths along the
A406 saddened that anyone
should have to live there. For our
penultimate stop we were
welcomed by a delegation from
the neonatal unit with a spread
including fruit and water to
complement Margaret's second
cake. We asked about cycling
infrastructure and were pleased to
hear that they had both swipe
controlled secure storage,
showers and regular Dr Bikes.
Several members of the welcome
group were regular riders to work.

THE WHITTINGTON
Last stop before completing the loop
at GOSH was the Whittington. All in
all we were pleasantly surprised by
cycling conditions in NCL compared
to NEL. With a bit of imagination
some nice routes could be
discovered. However despite this we
saw very few cyclists outside of
central London and rode some
incredibly wide roads that would
accommodate segregated cycle
paths without any impact on vehicle
traffic.

THE ROUTE
51Km
3h 20m in the saddle

